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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dayton Daily News Taps NSi/ EDG Team for Upgrade
Current Technology to Provide Efficiency Benefits
Dayton, OH. – November 2015 – Electronic Design Group Inc (EDG) and Newspaper Solutions, LLC
(NSi) are pleased to announce their recent contract with the Dayton Daily News in Dayton, OH for the
modernization of two of their three NP200 conveyor lines, six motors on each.
The Goss/Heidelberg conveyor controls replacement is designed to address the reoccurring theme of
obsolescence of the OEM controls across the industry. In the case of the Dayton Daily News the retrofit will
include the replacement of the Electro-Craft IQ500 (equivalent to Reliance Quiq) motion module, as well as
upgrades of Reliance FlexPak drives. The drives and motors will be upgraded from DC to AC technology
providing numerous benefits including readily available parts and improved efficiency. This project will also
encompass the removal of the remote release (Xycom) stations and incorporating some of that functionality
within the new conveyor controls.
“This project will tackle the NP200 obsolescence issues facing the Dayton Daily News and in turn will
increase performance and diagnostic capabilities. A new touchscreen at the forwarding station will provide
the machine setup and batching requirements. The NP200 PLC will interface to the copy detector, gripper
detector, encoders and other discrete signals to perform the pacing offering improved flexibility and
increased up-time.” says Doug Gibson, President, Newspaper Solutions Inc.
ABOUT EDG - Electronic Design Group Inc. is a focused team of experts with over 50 years’ of Newspaper
experience, specializing in automation and drives. EDG is committed to collaborating with clients to develop
innovative technical solutions for various industrial applications. These solutions include Press Drive retrofits,
RTP upgrades, Conveyor modernization, etc.
More information about EDG is available at
www.electronicdesigngroup.ca.
ABOUT NSi – Newspaper Solutions, LLC is headquartered in Dayton, Ohio with a sales team that covers
North America & South America. NSi provides used equipment for newspaper production operations, press
and post press solutions; evaluation of newspaper production operations with proven cost reduction solutions;
and equipment audits and training programs for both commercial and newspaper operations.
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